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About This Content

No other World Champion was more infamous both inside and outside the chess world than Robert James Fischer. But what
were the secrets to his sensational ability, and what enabled him to take on the Soviet school of chess alone – and win? In Fritz

Chess Master Class Volume 1: Bobby Fischer, a team of experts presents you every facet of the chess legend, and shows you the
winning techniques and strategies employed by the 11th World Champion. Grandmaster Dorian Rogozenco delves into Fischer's
openings, and retraces the development of his repertoire. What variations did Fischer play, and what sources did he use to arm

himself against the best Soviet players? Mihail Marin explains Fischer's particular style and his special strategic talent in
annotated games against Spassky, Taimanov and other greats. Karsten Müller is not just a leading international endgame expert,

but also a true Fischer connoisseur. His congenial video analysis of Fischer's legendary endgames can only be found on this
DVD! To top it off - you too can unleash tactical combinations like Fischer! German Bundesliga player Oliver Reeh has
compiled the World Champion's best combinations – and now it's your move. You too can try to find Fischer's stunning

brilliancies by entering your solution on the board and receive video feedback in the new ChessBase media format!

Video running time: approx. 5 hours (English)

Interactive tactics test with video feedback

Collection of every Fischer game, tables, background knowledge, short biography

“Fischer powerbook”– the World Champion's repertoire as an opening tree
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Tactic training: 100 Fischer games with training questions.
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This game is so bro, bro. I've waiting so long for a top-tier vaporwave game.

It's finally here!

I'm a sucker for walking simulators but this game has a lot more content than at first glance. This game nails the vaporwave
aesthetic and then some, and manages to be both a relaxing and funny/memey experience. The light puzzle components are
really entertaining and feel well-integrated into the world. The music is also kick♥♥♥♥♥ but that's kind of a mandatory thing
when you make a game about vaporwave. The world design is awesome... went way beyond my expectations.

 The plot twist when you fall into Aquanet when the bridge crashes blew my ♥♥♥♥in mind. Also the final area that turned into
a hellish fever dream was a welcome change and really made me feel like I was delving deep into some corrupted code that was
beyond redemption. 

All in all I wish I was better at writing reviews but this is the greatest thing I've played in awhile. This filled the vapor void in my
soul that was yearning for something to fill for so long.

  The one thing I'm unsure about is the final badge and whether that unlocks any new areas that I have yet to discover. This is so
sad, can we get 4000 likes? 

Anyways, thank you dev(s). I really enjoyed this game and I'm definitely going to get some replays out of it.. Very limited in
scope (only ~20 pieces), but a truly beautiful and immersive experience. Some truly creative work, a lot of which could only be
possible in VR. I am a big fan of VR galleries done well, and this is one of my favourites so far. Excellent us of room scale (no
locomotion required), trippy but serene environment, great music, simple interface... all around enjoyable. I would love to see
more like this.
If you are a fan of art galleries, and enjoy seeing art intersect with emerging technologies, don't miss out on this.. Almost
refunded because I thought the controls were too hard, but then something clicked and I found this to be a very engaging puzzle
game.

Town Halls that give 16 victory points each are the key to blasting past any levels requirements.. I appreciate the worldbuidling.
:). I tried to give it a chance even though it does have a lot of negative reviews but the game is just crap. Everything looks
exactly the same and it's very repetitive. I felt like I was playing the same level everytime just with a different objective.

Graphics are very generic as with the voice acting and sounds. Some of the pickups I saw I could never pickup so not sure what
they were for. I just can't recommend this game when there are better games out there to play.. Tailwind - \u044d\u0442\u043e
\u0442\u0430\u043c \u0433\u0434\u0435 \u0441\u0442\u0440\u0430\u0442\u0435\u0433\u0438\u044f,
\u043b\u043e\u0433\u0438\u043a\u0430 \u0438 \u0445\u043e\u043b\u043e\u0434\u043d\u044b\u0439
\u0440\u0430\u0441\u0447\u0435\u0442. \u0410 \u0435\u0441\u043b\u0438 \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0449\u0435,
\u0442\u043e \u044d\u0442\u043e \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u043e
\u043e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438
\u043a\u0430\u0447\u0435\u0441\u0442\u0432\u0435\u043d\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u043d\u0434\u0438-\u0441\u0442\
u0440\u0430\u0442\u0435\u0433\u0438\u044f-\u0433\u043e\u043b\u043e\u0432\u043e\u043b\u043e\u043c\u043a\u0430.
\u0412\u0438\u0434\u0435\u043e\u043e\u0431\u0437\u043e\u0440 https:\/\/youtu.be\/V-NB3zrT9cU
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I know it's a cheap game, but i would really like some better AI.. quot;YOWS" Yet Another Walking Sim (with mundane
puzzles). Far too many of these lately.. I am not generally into visual novels, but I liked this one. It has a lot of funny moments, a
lot of different pathways to follow, nice picture art, easy achievements if you like to gather them and for the price of this game
you get a good amount of fun playing it.. this looks like a game i might never play again. the controls are hard to understand. it
lags for me everytime i am near a giant group. the visuals dont look that good.. The Arranged soundtrack is Good, but the
Original is so much better, it hurts. Especially everything past Area 16. Happy to have it here though, as I could never get the
360 DLC to go through!. It's fun little relaxing game for sure. Controls are not that terrible as many people are complaining
about, I've definitely seen worse. It's nice to play it during a break or when you want to clear your occupied mind with
something meaningless.

Unfortunately game turns into grind very soon with very little reward for your effort. Finish very similar contracts, get money,
research something or launch new satellite ... rinse and repeat. Actual research is giving very little benefit after you get tech for
major tools. There are some effectivity upgrades, but it mostly makes the tedious job even less interesting.

It's pity that development is stopped due to small budget. The game could be so much more with some additional management
tasks and\/or different challenges for contracts.. What can I say? If you like hero siege than this is totally a good add on.. Its a
fun little plane game. Oh and it's free now.. Like some mechanics and physics of the game. It would be nice to have more
colours available for the vehicles, and maybe even more vehicles in the future. Also some maps are glitchy and buggy, went off-
road and got absolutely stuck once. Overall this game isn\u2019t bad, and it\u2019s basically a fun little car racing simulator.
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